Herman Marigny • Class of 2015
Hi! My name is Herman Marigny, and I am a rising
junior here at American University. Currently, I am
pursing my Bachelors of Science in Finance in the
Kogod School of Business. As a New Orleans native I
have a special place reserved in my heart for seafood
and all things spicy. This fall, I will be the acting
president of the Men Of Empowerment and
Excellence (ME2), which is an academic enrichment
group comprised mostly of minority men. In
addition, I will also be joining an 18-month career
preparation program organized by Management
Leadership for Tomorrow (MLT). In the spring, I
hope to study abroad in the south of France at the
Skema School of Business. When I'm not doing school
-related activities, you can usually catch me checking
out a theater performance somewhere in DC. Also, as
a hobby, I like to explore local burger shops around
DC and compare styles. Maybe you will join me? In
the meantime, welcome to AU!

Salina Rivera • Class of 2014
My name is Salina Rivera! My hometown is the
Bronx, NY and my family is from Puerto Rico. I
am a Senior at AU studying Women's Gender
and Sexuality with a minor in Multi-Ethnic
Studies. I hope to one day be a Sociology
professor at a college or university. As a student
leader, I am involved in many aspects of campus
diversity and student programming. I am a
founding sister of the AU colony of Gamma Rho
Lambda National Sorority, and this coming fall, I
will be the 2013-2014 Eagle Endowment
Coordinator. I would consider myself
spontaneous and easy going; my current
hobbies are practicing Martial Arts and
watching Lost. :) I also love anything science
fiction: Zombies, Vampires, Werewolves, and
Aliens really get the party going for me! I look
forward to meeting you all this summer!
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